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the monument consists of 10 golden pillars, 
around 5 metres high, resembling human 
fingers. set in a circle, the pillars have two sides: 
a smooth, contoured side facing towards the 
centre, creating a sense of peace and wellbeing 
as one stands in the circle. the other side, facing 
outwards, forms a sharp, unyielding blade. this 
interactive sculpture will invite visitors to walk 
in and out of the circle of pillars, to touch the 
gold, to sit on the small seat cut into each pillar, 
and to reflect on the artwork and the ideas that 
inspired it. at one level, the sculpture is a study 
on the nature and purpose of law in society: to 
create a space for freedom and human flourish-
ing, while providing protection and security. 
at another level, the work of art speaks of the 
universal human quest for peace and spiritual 
well being.

jonathan tame,
president of the patronage committee for
invitation/decalogue in geneva

the current global economic crisis springs from 
the abandonment of key moral principles on the 
part of the elite who were charged with looking 
after the global economic system. these princi-

ples are common to humanity, but they are most 
clearly expressed in the Ten Commandments, 
which are like an ancient seam of rock which 
bears gemstones. although the seam has been 
worked for 4000 years, there are new treasures 
there for our generation, which longs to be freed 
from cynicism and mere materialism. the 5 me-
tre high pillars of massive bronze express how 
the commandments have stood the test of time; 
the concept of placing them in a circle is highly 
original, opening up fresh insights into the kind 
of ’space’ which a law-abiding person or society 
or indeed global economy might discover.

prabhu guptara, 
professor

… the universal declaration [of human rights] 
recalls the duty of human fraternity, inspired 
by that master precept ‘love thy neighbour as 
thyself.’  may it partake, despite its purely human 
origin, of the greatness of the decalogue and 
appear as its worthy extension.

rené cassin (1887-1976), 
co-author of the universal declaration of
human rights and nobel laureate
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individual studies
plaster, h. 49 cm 
2008
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invitation/decalogue
individual study 

oak and copper, 230 x 45 x 35 cm
1994 - 2000
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invitation/decalogue 
individual study
pine and rusted iron, 235 x 65 x 45 cm
1994
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invitation/decalogue
composition study
plaster h. 9-25 cm 
2008
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invitation/decalogue
composition study
bronze and clay ø43cm, h: 29 cm
2009
collection of stephane and claudine couleru
switzerland
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invitation/decalogue
final form process
iron & plaster, h: 465 cm  
2009
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invitation/decalogue, final form process
plaster,
fiber glass,
gold leaf,
azotic acid,
iron
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the Giver of the ten commandments

jonathan and helene tame
stephane and claudine couleru
rodica, emma, paul, ligia, david mocan

valer and ana mocan
gheorghe and anica bocaniciu
radu and mia bocaniciu
valer si natasa bulat
daniel and lidia dumitras
radu feldiorean
vasile vasinca
daniel and laura veja
beniamin popa
ion felecan
iurie and chetia cojocaru
petre leahu
radu trifu 
valentin dodica
radu pop
alex rotea
alexandra rus
mircea pasc
nicolae boanca
inte danila
gabor andras
gary bradley
rochelle de sa
donald mcgilchrist
viorel cadar
amima fizesan
valeria biliga
voichita rostas
bogdan vaida
andrei marina
alexandru and otilia tucudeanu
crebic stefan
carol rus
daniel capota
valentin dan
marius radu
romeo vasilache
sebastian ghica
ösz andrás

bob and kitty ehret
robert and anita delhaas
xantus gabor
james and charlotte featherby
john schluter
sally bertlin
craig and sharon bentzen

daniel harrison
tim and amanda morel
tom windmuller
magali cottier
helen braunschweiger
eva rentsch
roland benz
etienne sommer
andrew stallybrass
richard leakey
cliff cordes
becky frith
jonathan edwards
sally bertlin
peter hanney
lance and jeanette rawlins
tom and linda panci
youval yanay
kyle and haley flora
david and elizabeth rowell
hilda butler
eric and june fuller
mollie bush
alan davies
peter and ann tame
harold and lana jones
prabhu and philippa guptara
ranjeet guptara
anjali guptara
suresh guptara
jyoti guptara
raja oellinger-guptara
berta oellinger-guptara
clemens oellinger-guptara
victoria oellinger-guptara
karl oellinger
berta oellinger
peter leakey
colleen milstein
peter and becca dautermann
ruby dautermann
andrew and helen leakey
christopher corbet
christopher koch
christine housel
victor santiapillai
maryvelma o’neil
aristo and isabelle kiziroglou
marie bieler
johnny koster
gabriel stevens
philip grey
alec and donna-rae cartwright

thanks for being part of 
invitation/decalogue project to:
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invitation/decalogue
art musem, cluj-napoca,
romania, 
june, 2009
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invitation/decalogue, 
parc des bastions, 
geneva, 
switzerland
july 2009
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invitation/decalogue, 
world council of churches, geneva 
switzerland,
august 2009
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outside
“from outside you can not see all ten 
forms, but from inside you see them all, 
plus the sky”

daniel darie
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inside
“from the outside you see the dull backs 
and some shining insides, inviting you 
in, and from the inside you only see the 
shining inner sides, no matter where you 
sit or where you stand”

guy cawels
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jet d’ eau, 
geneva

element of 
“invitation/decalogue” sculpture

the famous reformers’ wall in geneva was commis-
sioned in 1909 to commemorate 400 years from 
john calvin´s birth. “invitation/decalogue” is an 
interactive sculpture being made for calvin´s 500th 
anniversary in 2009. placed in geneva, this work 
of art will not only reflect the historical legacy of 
calvin, but also create a place of reflection on the 
contemporary quest for justice, peace and sustain-
able development in the 21st century. john calvin 
was one of the leading figures of the protestant 
reformation in the 16th century. the ten com-
mandments (known as the decalogue) provided a 
major framework for calvin’s social teaching, which 
helped transform geneva from a struggling, impov-
erished town into a prosperous and peaceful city. 
the values forged by the reformation have had an 
enduring influence on western civilisation, through 
universal literacy, the rise of modern science, politi-
cal and religious freedom, social responsibility and 
environmental concern. subsequently, geneva took 
a leading role in the 18th century enlightenment 
and the humanitarian movement of the following 
century. today geneva is known as a city of peace, 
compassion, international negotiation and human 
rights. the decalogue is one of the earliest formula-
tions of universal human values. calvin’s under-
standing of these principles paved the way for a 
new concept of law in europe, one in which kings 
and nobles were equal under the law with peas-
ants and artisans. this opened up the possibility for 
democratic forms of government to develop. these 
principles are still of great importance today, as 
leaders come to geneva from around the world to 
discuss global issues such as human rights, peace 
building, international governance and environ-
mental sustainability.

jonathan tame,
president of the patronage committee for
invitation/decalogue in geneva

“this sculpture will bring something new to the 
cultural heritage of the city, and will offer an impor-
tant and different artistic complement to the other 
events being planned for the calvin anniversary”

roland benz, 
president, calvin09 association, 
geneva

“this project is very exciting, especially as it touches 
the realm of fine art, something which the reforma-
tion has not always known how to appreciate.”

eric fuchs, 
professor


